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VVRA LPR Cameras
HAWKEYE SECURITY LPR 
SUCCESS

The Vorna Valley LPR camera’s was 
triggered by a wanted Silver Chev 
Bakkie. HAWKEYE SECURITY being 
part of the LPR reaction team was 
alerted to BOLO for the vehicle.

The vehicle was seen a few 
minutes later in Vorna Valley 
and together with Saps stopped 
the vehicle. Further enquiries 
confirmed the vehicle was 
circulated and wanted by Saps. 

The vehicle was seized by 
Saps for further investigations

We would like to thank Saps for 
their quick response and assistance.

Vorna Valley Residents Association

The VVRA would like to thank 
TRSS and Hawkeye for they 
continuous support to catch 
criminals coming into our suburb, 
with the LPR camera alerts that 
are sent out.  Thank you also 
to SAPS for responding quickly 
when a call is put to SAPS.

Thank you also goes to those 
who continuously contribute 
to the running costs of the 
LPR cameras.  Without your 
contributions this project would 
not run smoothly.  Thank You all!

If you would like to contribute 
towards the running costs of the 
LPR cameras, please email info@
vvra.co.za. Every rand helps.



Photi of the JRA team finishing up after 6. A HUGe shout out to 
the team doing the Albertyn resurfacing. Your guys’ dedication is 
noticed and appreciated!   - From a resident

VVRA Committee

Marianne Nel - Chairperson

Paul Veltman - Secretary, 

Infrastructure

Carol Thronton - Treasurer

Wendy Redl  - Green

Varushka Singh - Liaison

Word is out, the MDB web App is doing the work. From now on, you 
can easily know the exact ward you are in, everywhere around the 
country.  Just follow the simple instructions and you too will know 
your municipal ward.
Visit arcg.is/aCWji

Know your wardProperty Market
The Propety Market in Midrand especially for free-
standing homes has picked up and the demand is such 
that the sellers are achieving very reasonable prices.

Once again, it is best to present your property in 
the best possible way and the very first impression 
that buyers ‘scouting the neighbourhood’ see is the 
pavements.

Whilst we know that the pavement belongs to the 
Council, we also know that we need to keep them clean, 
tidy and if possible, attractive.

If every resident took care of their own verge the 
whole of Vorna Valley will be uplifted and the overall 
impression much much better.

Please don’t dump your rubbish anywhere except in 

Re surfacing of Albertyn
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Illegal street vendors are growing in numbers, yet JMPD 
do not come back after giving a warning to make sure 
they don’t return.  Most sit on dangerous street corners, 
and many remove their wheels so as to leave them over 
night, which is illegal.  Often drugs are sold at these 
vendors.

Sadly, because people still buy from them, they keep on 
coming back. Vehicles stop in the side of the road to buy 
from them, blocking traffic and making it dangerous for 
other motorists to try and pass.

There is an area on Bekker Road designated for vendors 
who have a legal licence from council.

Vendors by developments, desecrate the pavements, and 
even once the development is complete, they remain.

Illegal Vendors
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Illegal Dumping
We live in an age where to many people believe 
that they can do as they please.  Dumping on your or 
someone else’s pavement is illegal and finable.

We ask that residents take pride in their pavements 
and report illegal dumping immediately.  Preferably 
with a photo of the culprit and Reg. no of the vehicle, 
so that JMPD can deal with them.

You can whatsapp 082 779 1361 with the exact 
address and details, and were possible a photo.s 
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Illegal Advertising
Trailer ads have rules and regulations, yet none of the 
advertisers or companies that place them stick to any 
rules.  One, that has been damaged, has been standing 
for over 2 months, yet the owner doesnt even know, 
and they are supposed to be removed each evening 
and not left standing.

Sadly JMPD don’t have the equipment nor storage 
space for all of them, so we can only appeal to these 
owners to please remove them and get council 
approval to place them within the bylaw rules.
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Advertisements
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And....We’Re BACK! Dialdirect is proud to partner 
with Discovery south Africa and City of Joburg to fix 
potholes #PotholePatrol
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Diospyros lycioides Desf.
Family: ebenaceae
Common names: bluebush, star-apple, 
monkey plum (eng.); bloubos (Afr.); Muthala 
(Venda); Lethanyu (Tswana); Monkga-nku 
(southern sotho); Mtloumana (Northern 
sotho); Umbhongisa (Xhosa); Umbulwa 
(Zulu); Umcafudane (swati)

sA Tree No: 605, 605.1 & 605.2

This exciting shrub or small tree is a very tough plant which grows well country-
wide. Its most attractive features are its smooth bark, blue-green leaves, fragrant 
flowers and colourful fruits that attract many birds and insects.

The bluebush is a slow to fast-growing plant, depending on the climate. It is a 
deciduous to evergreen shrub to medium tree up to 5 m tall with an open crown 
and drooping branches. It has blue-green leaves arranged spirally at the ends of 
the branches. The bark is dark grey to brown and smooth on older branches and 
stems, but covered with long hairs on young branches.

From: http://pza.sanbi.org/diospyros-lycioides and
https://treesa.org/diospyros-lycioides/

Ochna natalitia (Meisn.) Walp.
Family: Ochnaceae
Common names: showy plane, coastal- 
boxwood, coastal- redwood, Natal plane 
(eng.); pronkrooihout, Natalrooihout 
(Afr.); mbovu, isithundu (isiZulu); tshipfure 
(Tshivenda); isibomvu, umbovane-ncicim, 
umtensema (isiXhosa)

sA Tree No: 481

Ochna natalitia is a wonderful, large shrub to small tree, not yet fully harnessed by 
gardeners, and offers an attractive display almost continuously through the year 
with its delicate flowers, bold fruiting and attractive new growth.

Large shrub to small tree, with a neat, erect habit, fairly fast growing. 0.5–7 m tall, up 
to 10 m in ideal conditions. Canopy offers light shade. Branches extend horizontally. 
stem and branches are grey-brown and rough, with numerous lenticels. Leaves are 
oblong to elliptic-oblong, but may vary considerably depending on habitat. Leaf 
margins are toothed to finely toothed and have a short petiole, 1–2 mm long. New 
growth has a pleasant coppery-red tinge which matures to a glossy deep green.

From:  http://pza.sanbi.org/ochna-natalitia

Indiginous Trees
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spotted Thick-knee
Burhinus capensis
The spotted thick-knee (Burhinus capensis), 
also known as the spotted dikkop or 
Cape thick-knee, is a wader in the family 
Burhinidae. It is native to tropical regions of 
central and southern Africa.

eurasian Hoopoe
Upupa epops
Hoopoes are colourful birds found across 
Africa, Asia, and europe, notable for their 
distinctive “crown” of feathers. Three living 
and one extinct species are recognized, 
though for many years all of the extant 
species were lumped as a single species—
Upupa epops. In fact, some taxonomists still 
consider all three species conspecific.

A tall, tawny-brown, terrestrial, plover-like bird with bold, blackish spots on the 
upperparts and without wing bars. It prefers a variety of drier country habitats up 
to 2500 m; avoids wetlands. Its huge yellow eyes hint at its mainly nocturnal habits. 
By day this odd species uses its cryptic plumage to conceal itself under cover. After 
dark, it emerges to run around feeding on insects. spotted Thick-knee has a loud, 
distinctive “ti-ti-ti teeeteeeteeee-ti ti ti” call.

From:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/spotted_thick-knee
 https://ebird.org/species/sptkne1?siteLanguage=en_ZA for bird call

Utterly unmistakable orange bird with a zebra-striped wings, a Chinese fan of a 
crest (usually held closed, but often raised just after landing), and a rapier of a bill. 
Favors semiopen habitats such as heathland, farmland, orchards, grassy lawns, 
where it feeds on the ground, probing with its long bill for insects. Flight fast and 
fairly direct, with rather deep wingbeats. Unlikely to be confused, but flight pattern 
and round wings may loosely resemble that of woodpeckers; note far longer and 
thinner bill.
Formerly considered a single species, the hoopoe has been split into 3 separate 
species: eurasian hoopoe, Madagascan hoopoe and African hoopoe. One accepted 
separate species, the saint Helena hoopoe, lived on the island of st Helena but 
became extinct in the 16th century, presumably due to introduced species.

Indiginous Birds
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